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Hydrex White Paper No. 11

Hydrex has an office loca-
ted in Clearwater in the

Tampa Bay area that is ready
to mobilize immediately. The
office has a fast response cen-
ter that is equipped with an
extensive range of state of the
art logistics, trucks, tools and
diving support equipment.
This enables Hydrex US to 
efficiently service vessels and
offshore units calling on ports
in Canada, North, Central and
South America as well as the
Caribbean.

All staff members of the Hydrex
office in Clearwater undergo

stringent training at the Hydrex
headquarters in Antwerp. They
can carry out both simple and
complex high quality jobs even
in the harshest of circumstances. 

Repairs to thrusters, propellers,
rudders, stern tube seals, dama-
ged or corroded hulls and all
other underwater repair and
maintenance services are done
while the vessel is on-site. This
eliminates the need to drydock.

All used methods are fully
approved by all major classifica-
tion societies.

Hydrex US
604 Druid Rd,
Clearwater, FL 33756
Phone: +1 727 433 3900 (24/7)
Fax: +1 727 433 3990
info@hydrex.uswww.hydrex.us

KEEPING SHIPS 
IN BUSINESS

Hydrex US ready to 
mobilize immediately
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this kind of situation without loss of

quality or unnecessary loss of time

for the customer.

In a period of only ten days
Hydrex diver/technician teams

have flown all over the planet to
perform a wide range of under-
water operations on five different
continents. The services offered
ranged from routine inspections
and maintenance work all the way
through to highly technical major
repairs.  

Among these jobs were two welding

operations in the U.S.A., a propeller

blade replacement in Bermuda and

an azipod thruster operation in

Japan. A stern tube seal repair and 

a spinner cone replacement were

performed in Singapore, while a hull

repair was carried out in Uruguay

and a cofferdam operation was 

completed in India. Hydrex diver/

technician teams also performed a

doubler plate repair in Belgium,

underwater cleaning work in the

U.S.A. and the Bahamas on vessels

coated with the Ecospeed hull coat-

ing system, and hull monitoring sur-

veys in Spain, Gabon, the Nether-

lands, and Equatorial Guinea. Be

sure to read our upcoming maga-

zines for detailed accounts and pic-

tures of some of these operations.

“Because these jobs often had to be

performed back to back or simul-

taneously, establishing a flawless

line of communication between 

our technical department and the

different diving teams was essen-

tial,” says Hydrex Production Exe-

cutive Dave Bleyenberg. “In order

to get the right person with the right

knowledge at the right location

during such a hectic period, perfect

planning is crucial.”

With close to 40 years of experience

and well trained diving teams at its

disposal, the Hydrex technical

department knows how to handle

One of the two dedicated dive support catamarans ready for an immediate
mobilization from the office in Algeciras.  

In record time Hydrex performs
operations all over the world

Hydrex diver/technician during propeller blade replacement in Bermuda.
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All these operations were engi-

neered and carried out in close 

cooperation with the customer and

any third party suppliers. Whether 

it entails a simple maintenance 

operation or a complex repair or re-

placement of a ship’s external under-

water equipment and machinery,

Hydrex can take on, organize and

execute the entire job, start to finish.

This relieves the customer of all the

hassle of coordination, planning and

supervision. The technical depart-

ment begins with evaluating the 

feasibility of an underwater opera-

tion, continue through mobilization

of diver/technicians and equipment,

and go all the way through to a 

successful execution and subsequent

follow-up. 

To be able to do this, Hydrex has 

an in-house R & D department that

can take care of the engineering

aspects of an operation. In this way

turnkey solutions can be offered 

Hydrex offers large repairs as well as routine operations like underwater hull
surveys.

Diver/technician during azipod thruster operation in Japan.
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Fast and high quality
on-site repair services

in theWestern
Mediterranean area

and North Africa

Hydrex Spain
Poligono Industrial Palmones II
Calle Dragaminas Nave N29
11370 Algeciras • Spain
Phone: +34 956 675 049 (24/7)
Fax: +34 956 921 914
E-mail: info@hydrex.es

The Hydrex office in Alge-
ciras is ready to mobilize

immediately with their two
dedicated dive support vessels.
Both vessels are fully equipped
as service stations for a wide
range of repair operations and
allow for a fast response in the
bay of Algeciras, Gibraltar and
North African ports.

As part of the Hydrex group,
Hydrex Spain takes advantage of
the companies’ 38 years of expe-
rience. All operations are carried
out by highly certified diver/
technicians all of which have
been trained in the headquarters
in Antwerp and have extensive
experience, enabling the office 
to offer their customers the high
quality Hydrex is known for.

Jobs recently carried out by
Hydrex Spain include a propeller
modification, pipe repairs, rudder
repairs and stern tube seal repairs
in Algeciras, propeller modifica-
tions in Cadiz and an azimuth
bow thruster removal and rein-
stallation on a pipe laying vessel
in Cartagena.
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any location. Headquartered in the

Belgian port of Antwerp, Hydrex

has offices in Tampa (U.S.A),

Algeciras (Spain), Mumbai and

Vishakhapatnam (India), and Port

Gentil (Gabon). 

From these locations, specialized

repair and diver teams can be mobi-

lized immediately to almost any-

where in the world. All the light-

weight equipment used by the teams

is stored in fast response centers

which are designed especially for

the purpose of speed and are equip-

ped with all the latest facilities and

tools. A good example of the easy to

transport equipment is a range of

unique flexible mobdocks which are

used to perform stern tube seal,

thruster, rudder and other permanent

repairs that require a dry working

environment. By bringing drydock

conditions to the ship, customers can

save the time and money that is lost

by going off hire and into drydock.

for both everyday operations and

intricate repairs that require the 

construction of specific equipment.

In all cases the research and devel-

opment is aimed at reducing cost

and off-hire time for customers

while maintaining the highest quali-

ty standards of repair and mainte-

nance.

Through an ever-expanding, world-

wide network of offices and service

stations, Hydrex can provide a wide

range of services economically at

5

All Hydrex divers go through stringent training, allowing them to perform the
wide range of underwater services Hydrex offers.

Specialized repair and diver teams can be mobilized immediately from the Hydrex offices.
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This consists of both theoretical

classes in the course room and prac-

tical drills on the Hydrex premises.

There they have access to a wide

range of underwater tools and va-

rious other equipment, including

three dive tanks in which to learn

and practice advanced underwater

welding and other repair work. 

In addition to these courses, new

divers also get the opportunity to

assist experienced Hydrex diver/

technicians during operations. The

training enables them to become

experienced divers and technicians

Hydrex diver training pro-
grams

One of the reasons Hydrex can offer

its customers the high quality of

service they deserve is the stringent

training all divers go through, 

whether they work for the Hydrex

main office in Antwerp or for one 

of the other offices. Besides being

required to have official internatio-

nal commercial diver certificates

and taking high standard external

courses, including offshore courses,

they also receive comprehensive 

in-house training.

6

CLASS ACCEPTED
UNDERWATER

STERN TUBE SEAL
REPAIRS UNDER

WARRANTY

Using our flexible mobdock
method to create a dry

underwater environment, we
have carried out stern tube 
seal repairs and replacements
underwater for some years now
in cooperation with top special-
ist suppliers.

This technology brings drydock
conditions to the ship rather 
than having to take the ship to
drydock, saving a considerable
amount of time and money in
doing so.

This class accepted method is
performed by our diving teams
under our warranty. It can be used
while the ship is carrying out its
usual cargo or other commercial
operations in port.

Visit the special stern tube seal
repair section on our website for
more information and examples 
of the many seal repairs we have
performed in recent years.

All Hydrex divers go through a stringent training, both in-house and external.
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in harsh circumstances and achieve

this uniformly without unnecessary

loss of time or quality.

Every day a ship is out of service

causes a substantial loss of money.

In order to provide the customer

with the fastest possible response,

flexibility is essential throughout

any repair or maintenance operation.

Keeping a ship in business is a very

complex task that does not end at 

the close of an office day. For this

reason all Hydrex offices can be

contacted 24/7 to assist customers

with any problem related to a ves-

sel’s underwater hull and equipment,

whether great or small, whether

emergencies or long term projects.

Our technical departments are ready

to create a tailor-made solution for

your specific needs. 

themselves and to take advantage of

the technical knowhow and practical

knowledge Hydrex has accumulated

over the last 40 years. When their

training is completed, Hydrex divers

are skilled to perform a wide range

of operations. They can carry out

both simple and complex jobs even

7

Hydrex can mobilize diving teams almost immediately to any location in the
world.

©musicman

ON-SITE BOW THRUSTER OPERATIONS

The Hydrex lightweight
flexible mobdocks are de-

signed to be easily transported
around the world and are used
to close off the thruster tunnel
on both sides, allowing divers to
perform repairs and other ope-
rations in a dry environment
around the bow thruster unit. 

This technique enables them to
reinstall the propeller blades of 
an overhauled thruster inside 
the thruster tunnel after the unit
has been secured or replace the
blades or seals and perform repair
work on a specific part without
removing the unit. 

Since the development of this
flexible mobdock technique, nu-
merous thruster repairs have been

carried out by Hydrex diver/techni-
cians around the world.

There is no need to send the vessel 
to drydock as all operations can be
carried out in port or while the 
vessel is stationary at sea. Normal
commercial activities can therefore
continue without disruption.

Phone: + 32 3 213 5300 (24/7)
Fax:  + 32 3 213 5321 

hydrex@hydrex.be
www.hydrex.be
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Rotterdam, the Netherlands
Underwater hull survey

Antwerp, Belgium
Doubler plate repair

Montevido, Uruguay
Hull repair

Seattle, U.S.A.
Ecospeed hull cleaning

Bahamas
Ecospeed hull cleaning

Algeciras, Spain
Underwater hull survey

Los Angeles, U.S.A.
Welding operation

Bermuda
Propeller blade 
replacement

Port 
Unde

Malabo, Equatorial Guinea
Underwater hull survey

Hydrex US - Tampa

Spain - Algeciras

Belgium - Antwerp

Gab

Houston, U.S.A.
Insert operation
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In record time Hydrex performs  o
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Nagasaki, Japan
Azipod thruster operation

nds

Singapore
Spinner cone replacement 
and stern tube seal repair

Mumbai, India
Cofferdam operation

Port Gentil, Gabon
Underwater hull survey

a

Gabon - Port Gentil

India - Vishakhapatnam
India - Mumbai

Jobs carried out by Hydrex in less than two weeks

Hydrex offices

9

ms  operations all over the world
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The challenge to extending
the drydock interval

The main challenges to a ten or even

twelve year interval between dock-

ings are hull protection and fouling

Drydocking a ship is a complex,
expensive, time-consuming

and stressful activity, regarded 
by most ship owners, operators,
officers and crew as a necessary
evil. Time spent in drydock is time
spent out of service. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to find dry-
dock time available when and
where one would like it, partic-
ularly for larger vessels. Thus 
drydocking often takes a vessel
well away from its normal oper-
ating route. Many different acti-
vities need to be scheduled for
accomplishment during a dry-
docking and these activities may
interfere with each other. The
weather can be an important 
factor, particularly since drydock-
ing usually involves painting.   

That drydocking is necessary is not

in question. In order to keep ships

operating safely and efficiently for

25 years or more they have to be

taken out of the water periodically

for inspection and any needed repair.

What is in question is how often 

this needs to occur. Technology is

advancing and conditions which

were prevalent twenty or thirty years

ago are not necessarily present

today.

Currently the usual interval between

mandatory drydocking for most

ships is five years, depending on

type and age of ship. This has been

extended to seven and a half for cer-

tain ships. A ten-year drydocking in-

terval is a dream for most ship own-

ers, operators, officers and crew –

one which, if it could be attained,

would reduce operating expenses

and lower the cost of marine trans-

port. 

Hydrex White Paper No. 11
Extending the Interval Between Drydocking
From a hull protection and fouling control point of view, a ten year

drydocking interval is perfectly feasible and very economical

10
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for ten or twelve years without any

need for drydocking and can keep

the ship’s hull well protected and

virtually free of biofouling for that

length of time, thus avoiding the fuel

penalty and preventing the translo-

cation of NIS. 

The type of system described herein

is non-toxic and environmentally

benign. It is also cost-effective and

will, when standardly applied and

maintained, result in considerable

savings for both owner and operator

over the service life of a ship when

compared to conventional coating

systems. 

Since hull protection and fouling

control are considered the biggest

challenges to a longer interval be-

tween mandatory drydocking, this

White Paper focuses on these with-

out going into detail on other aspects

of mandatory drydocking such as

tail shaft removal and other inspec-

tions and repairs required by IMO or

State regulations and classification

societies. 

control. By “hull” here is meant the

entire external underwater part of 

a ship including the wetted hull, 

the rudders, propulsors, stabilizers,

thrusters, sea chests, bilge keels,

cathodic protection system and all

the other external, submerged fea-

tures and appurtenances of a vessel. 

The continual attack by salt or fresh

water, cavitation, oxidation, abrasive

particles (gravel, lava, sand), ice and

occasional solid contact renders

these parts of a ship particularly

prone to damage, erosion, corrosion

and general reduction or weakening

of the steel, aluminum or other

material from which they are made.

Salt water is potentially more dam-

aging than fresh.

The accumulation of biofouling in

the form of plant and animal life

which naturally adheres to any 

submerged object, manmade or not,

causes the hull to become rougher

and can also damage the protective

coating. This in turn adds friction or

drag to the hull and propellers. The

result is that more fuel must be 

burned to achieve the ship’s cruising

speed. The rougher the hull and 

propellers become, the higher the

fuel penalty incurred. This not only

shows up in higher costs to the 

operator but also in increased envi-

ronmental impact through additional

noxious gas and particulate matter

emissions resulting from the higher

fuel consumption. With conven-

tional coatings, the longer the vessel

remains out of drydock, the rougher

the hull will become.

In addition to this fuel penalty, bio-

fouling on the ship’s hull has recent-

ly come to be regarded increasingly

as a vector for the translocation 

of invasive, non-indigenous marine

species from one environmental

zone to another. Precautionary guide-

lines and regulations are being pro-

posed and enacted to combat this

threat. In general terms, the more

fouled the hull, the greater the risk

of spreading NIS.

Answering the challenge

The protection of the hull over a ten

or even twelve year period can be

accomplished with currently avail-

able coatings if the appropriate

system is used.

This leaves fouling control as the

perceived largest challenge to an

extended drydock interval. The con-

cern is that conventional approaches

to hull protection and fouling 

control will not perform over that

period and that the fuel penalty

incurred from increased hull rough-

ness would therefore make a dry-

dock interval of ten or twelve years

too expensive in terms of added 

fuel costs, especially with the price

of fuel as high as it currently is. 

This White Paper presents the case

for a system of hull protection and

fouling control which can easily last

ISO 9001 certified
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Fast underwater repairs 
keep ships out of drydock

Hydrex offers turnkey under-
water repair solutions to ship-

owners wherever and whenever
they are needed. Hydrex’s multi-
disciplinary team will help you find
the best solution for any problem
encountered with your ship below
the water line. We will immediately
mobilize our diver/technicians to
carry out necessary repair work
without the need to drydock.

Hydrex has a long track record of

performing complex permanent under-
water repairs to thrusters, propellers,
rudders, stern tube seals and dam-
aged or corroded hulls. By creating
drydock-like conditions around the
affected area, our diver/technicians
can carry out these operations in port
or at anchor. 

All the projects we undertake are
engineered and carried out in close
cooperation with the customer and
any third party suppliers, relieving

the customer of all the hassle of coor-
dination, planning and supervision.

Headquartered in the Belgian port of
Antwerp, we have offices in Tampa
(U.S.A), Algeciras (Spain), Mumbai
and Visakhapatnam (India), and Port
Gentil (Gabon). 

All Hydrex offices have fully opera-
tional fast response centers where an
extensive range of state-of-the-art
equipment is available at all times.

www.hydrex.be

Headquarters Hydrex N.V. - Antwerp
Phone: + 32 3 213 5300 (24/7)
E-mail: hydrex@hydrex.be

Hydrex Spain - Algeciras
Phone: + 34 (956) 675 049 (24/7)
E-mail: info@hydrex.es

Hydrex LLC - Tampa, U.S.A.
Phone: + 1 727 443 3900 (24/7)
E-mail: info@hydrex.us

Hydrex West Africa – Port Gentil, Gabon
Phone: + 241 04 16 49 48 (24/7)
E-mail: westafrica@hydrex.be

Hydrex India - Mumbai
Phone: + 91 222 2046 988 (24/7)
E-mail: mumbai@hydrex.be

Hydrex India -Vishakhapatnam
Phone: + 91 891 2711 863 (24/7)
E-mail: vishakhapatnam@hydrex.be
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